
CHRONOGRAPH

TAG HEUER  CARRERA



The timeless design born in 1963 has taken on many 

celebrated expressions, yet the yellow gold pieces of this 

collection always stand apart. With its sophisticated deep 

black dial, the 2022 gold edition continues to build on this 

rich lineage of legendary racing timepieces.

THE ULTIMATE DRIVER’S WATCH RETURNS



Super-LumiNova®

The 18K 3N yellow gold-plated polished hour and 

minute hands are coated with white Super-

LumiNova® for optimal readability.

CASEBACK

The case back features a sapphire crystal through 

which the movement and custom black oscillating 

mass are clearly visible. The TAG Heuer Carrera 

Chronograph is powered by the Calibre Heuer 02, the 

brand’s in-house chronograph movement, with 80 

hours of power reserve.

DIAL

Contrasting against the deep black dial are two 

“azuré” and gilded gold chronograph subdials at 3 

and 9 o’clock. At 6 o’clock a discreet permanent 

second indicator and date window complete the 

harmonious tricompax layout. The indexes and 

hands are plated in 18K 3N yellow gold and polished, 

enhancing the dial’s legibility and elegance.

UNIQUE legacy

TAG Heuer continues to build on this unique legacy 

and introduces a never-seen-before dial design, 

black with golden gilded subdials, an inverted 

version of the famed Heuer reference 1158 CHN.

KEY FEATURES

BRACELET

The piece is presented on a large-scale black 

alligator strap with a gold pin buckle.





REFERENCE

CBN2044.FC8313

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre Heuer 02 Automatic 

80 hours power reserve

FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date, 

chronograph


CASE


18K 3N solid yellow gold polished and 

fine brushed case


Polished domed beveled sapphire 

crystal with double anti-reflective 

treatment


DIAL


Black sunray brushed dial


18K 3N yellow gold-plated polished 

hour and minute hands with white 

Super-LumiNova®

SIZE


42 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


100 m

BRACELET


Black alligator strap


18K 3N solid yellow gold pin 

buckle with TAG Heuer logo





tagheuer.com

https://www.tagheuer.com/

